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Methods

• A new coherence paradigm allows the

investigation of features relevant to object

perception using natural stimuli while allowing

precise control of low-level parameters

•Sensitivity to contrast and orientation can be tested

by manipulating which elements are chosen to

represent the object image

•Image are composed of large set of Gabor wavelets

whose properties are derived from local image

statistics

•Gabors can be placed either in true location

(signal element) or in random location (noise element)

• Coherence thresholds are obtained by measuring

minimum number of signal elements required for

object identification
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2 Alternative Forced Choice Paradigm:

•  100% coherent source image presented for

1s, followed by:

•  0% coherent Null image composed of image

Gabor elements in random locations, and

target image composed of elements in random

locations plus a proportion of signal elements

in correct location (under control of a staircase

procedure) presented for 1s.

•Subject identifies target image.  Coherence

thresholds identified as minimum proportion of

signal elements required for 75% correct

identification.

Measuring Sensitivity to Contrast:

•Obtain distribution of Gabor element contrast in image

•Order elements according to contrast

ORIGINAL IMAGE
HIGH CONTRAST

SIGNAL ELEMENTS
RANDOM CONTRAST

SIGNAL ELEMENTS

•  Signal elements either chosen at random or

according to ordered contrast distribution

(highest to lowest contrast)

•  Stimulus contrast can either follow

contrast in original image or have contrast

normalized across all elements

RESULTS:

• Relationship among high-contrast

features in original scene is important,

rather than their contrast as viewed by the

subject

Measuring Sensitivity to Orientation:

Are Edges or Corners Differentially Important for Object Identification?

Orientation Change over Space 

Natural Images
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Noise
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• Edge filters can produce successful computational models
(Bell & Sejnowskii, 1997)

• Aligned orientations are important for contour detection          
(Field, Hayes & Hess, 1993)

• Junctions may not be detected by local sensors
(McDermott, 2004)

•Regions of curvature may define important features (Biederman, 1987)

•Junctions involved in judging shape, transparency, and reflectance    (Malik, 1987)

(Anderson, 1997) (Adelson, 1993)

• Computational models of mid-level vision based upon

 junctions (Sajda &Finkel, 1995)

Calculating Regions of High and Low Orientation Variance:

Natural Scene Band-pass Noise

EDGES CORNERS

• Compute difference in orientation between element pairs at all distances in image

• Signal elements can be pairs of elements closest to one another that are  either similar in

orientation (edges) or high in orientation variability (corners), or contain both high and low

orientation variability elements

EXPERIMENT 1:

• In null and target image, noise elements are randomly
  selected and distributed across the stimulus field

• No difference across conditions

• Possible confound: detection of any structure
  regardless of signal elements leads to lower

  thresholds.

EXPERIMENT 2:

Null image

Experiment 1
Null image

Experiment 2

•In null and target image, noise elements are

 randomly selected and confined to object locations

•Elevated threshold for high orientation variability elements

•Possible confound: random noise skewed towards high

orientation variability

Generating noise from natural image statistics:

Natural Images Noise

• Decrease in correlation of orientation with distance between edge

segments is not unique to natural scenes as suggested by Geisler et

al., 2001, but rather is a function of band-pass filtering.

• Rate of autocorrelation decrease with distance differs

  between natural scenes and noise.

• Natural scenes do not have a negative autocorrelation component

evident in band-pass noise

EXPERIMENT 3:

Null image

Experiment 3

•  In null and target image, noise elements consist of

noise with properties derived from analysis of natural images

and element positions confined to object locations
•  No difference in coherence thresholds across  conditions

•  High contrast features are important for object identification due

to the structure they convey, not due to the fact that they appear in

high contrast in the image

•  In natural images, neither edges or corners are

differentially important for object identification
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•  Thresholds are elevated when random

signal elements are used, even when the

contrast in the reconstructed image is

normalized


